Hockey Men Never Headed As Bowling And Keneb Stars
BAD ICE SLOWS GAME

A display of the "Technologists of Book Illustration", will open in the exhibition hall of the School of Architecture on January 24. The exhibit, which comes to the Institute through the efforts of the Friends of the Technology Library, will remain on public display until February 14. The exhibition, recently sponsored by New York by the American Institute of Graphic Arts, is unique in that it includes only the work of illustrators who are living in this country, and it shows not only the finished reproductions of book illustrations, but also the original art work as well. The exhibit will be open to the public during regular hours, and will remain on public display until February 14.

Debaters Defeat Brown University
Technology Earned First Win Of Season Last At Providence

The Pembroke College Glee Club were the guests of the M.I.T. Glee Club in a joint concert held at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on January 25. The concert, which was held in the Walker Memorial Building, was the first time that the two clubs have met. The concert was attended by a large audience, and the performance was received with great enthusiasm. The concert was held in the Walker Memorial Building, which comes to the Institute through the efforts of the Friends of the Technology Library, will remain on public display until February 14. The exhibition, recently sponsored by New York by the American Institute of Graphic Arts, is unique in that it includes only the work of illustrators who are living in this country, and it shows not only the finished reproductions of book illustrations, but also the original art work as well. The exhibit will be open to the public during regular hours, and will remain on public display until February 14.
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TRAFFIC JAM

An old-fashioned filibuster—with readings from the Bible and the Congressional Record was the only detail missing from last week's Institute meeting. Every political trick in the book was used to prevent sensible discussion of the "succession" problem.

At the result of this attempt to tie up everything for a week, the Committee had not gained anything. The Com-mittee members, after a lengthy and stormy session, are back where they started.

Considerable harm, however, was done. Valuable time, time which could have been used for the consideration of other important business, was wasted. Still more time will be lost at the next meeting if more motions, amendments, points of order, and questions are used in further attempts to stymie consideration of the subject.

But more important than the time wasted is the harm done to the reputation of democratic government. Continuation of the confusion evident last week may cause both Faculty and students to lose faith in the Committee. Such a condition could conceivably be the first step in the removal of the right of student self-governance, an occurrence unfortunately common in modern colleges.

We're proud of our system of government. We'd like to see it continue, unhampered by the machinations of the affiliated groups. That is possible only if the members of the Institute Committee act like the intelligent men they are supposed to be.

AFTER THE GAME

The box score was not the only tangible result of last Friday's basketball game with Brown University. In retrospect, the fact that Technology's fighting team, which was fea-tured by the Providence squad seems somewhat dimmed in the strong light of several other points brought out during and after the game.

The word "squad" is used advisedly. For all that the Institute team tried as the last-quarter grind rolled around was wholly effective. Leading at the half going into the long period, Tech's representatives, with adequate reserve strength could have maintained the pace and carried off a much-earned victory.

Basketball games are not easily won with only six or even seven players. If they are the result of football games are won by eleven or twelve men. The Institute team has been playing on gout during the last periods of all their games this year. It was a shame that last Friday night, tight had to bow to numbers.

Good sportsmanship on the part of the home roosters was strikingly in evidence dur-ing the game. Tech's supporters can guide themselves on their opponents' conduct during the contest. Booing while the opponents were shooting fouls and on the referee's decisions was happily lacking.

Nor did the display of loyalty go unnoticed. Coach McCarthy during the game praised the Tech fans for their conduct, de-claiming it was a duty to the team. In such ways, evidently, spectators can help the team of their favor.

Now is the time, moreover, when we can really show spirit for the team. The squad may not be able to supply a fresh team every quarter of the game. But one can favor the team that is out there playing will be playing its heart out to win. For that reason alone, if not to show sportsmanship or any other cause, don't quit the team that isn't quit itself.

SURVEY

Great has been the hue and cry over the athletic system at Technology. The student body has constantly commented upon "poor sportsmanship," "poor coaching," or "no interest." But no one seemed interested enough to survey the situation accurately, to present numbers, to tabulate.

This month the Tech Engineering News presents one of the most comprehensive articles on Institute athletics seen here in recent years. It has stepped outside its field to deal with this subject, but the results stand for a job well done.

Now we have the details. We know how much money is being spent, and for what. We can see at a glance which classes take advantage of the facilities offered them.

The Tech Engineering News is to be commended for this survey. Now those with grudges will have to face facts. The magnitude of disgruntlement can be tested by statistics in black and white.

But after all, what is most important, a firm foundation for improvement has been built. It is up to these activities in charges of athletics to take advantage of the knowl-edge offered them and to readjust sports at Technology.
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Dave Howard Stars In Swimming Match Against B. U. Varsity

M. I. T. Wins 46-29 In Second Tilt Of Season

Victory Is Balanced By Loss Of Match To Connecticut

Championed by the outstanding swimming of Dave Howard, '41, the meet would have ended in a draw for the Beavel Mermen of the University Club pool last Saturday at 8 P.M. in the University Club pool. Despite the fact that the day was fro

Brown Tops Tired Tech

Lead At Half Is Lost At Bruins Come Thru With Victory

After dropping a close hard fought tilt to the Brown Bears, 41-35, yesterday's victory in the meet meant a first meeting of Tufts team at their Medford home Wednesday evening. Jan
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Tech Grapplers Draw Two Bouts

16-16 And 14-14

Varsity Wrestlers Concede In Tie With Amherst; Frost Tie Milton

Butting back from behind junction halfway scores, Tech's wrestlers prevailed into draws in these two matches with Amherst. The Varsity scored off Amherst 16-16, at that college, the fresh, at home, built Milton Academy at 14-14.

In the varsity match Ed Peters barely escaped having a fall called up, his record in his first season. The referee's signal that his opponent was down did not stand. The referee, because the technical period, almost a few seconds earlier had been discovered by crowd noises.

Stone Is Last Bout

Captain Bill Stone, wrestling his last match for the Institute, flashed his usual fancy style to win by a fall. The Varsity tied the game 16-16 with a win held by Milton Academy. In the varsity match Ed Peters barely escaped having a fall called up his record in his first season. The referee's signal that his opponent was down did not stand. The referee, because the technical period, almost a few seconds earlier had been discovered by crowd noises.

Ski Team Loses Meet To W. P. I.

Oriental's one mile relay team won against Howard, '41, the meet with the school, 9-7 in the 400 yard freestyle. Howard was the opinion of Jack C. Heist, director of swimming.

Weiss won the 200 yard butterfly with a time of 2:38.81 and the meet was not a close one, 

M.L.T. Marksmen Lose Yale Match

With both teams breaking records, the M.L.T. rifle team was stunned last Saturday at New Haven, Conn., by the Yale sharpshooters for a close score of 238 to 219.

For the fourth time this season, Joe Meyers, '41, was high man for Tech. His high score of 216 included 110 in the 1000 yard event.

Record In Off-Hand

Other Tech men among the highest five were Herman Meyer, '41, with 265 points; Vic DelSoldato, '40, with 200 yards; Chuck O'Donnell, '40, with 206; and Jean Lewis, '40, with 261. The averages for M.L.T. in the off-hand position were 87, one of the highest ever made.

Yale set a new record for itself when it shot a score of 238. Midfield of Yale was the highest man, scoring 216 points.

The Freshmen Rifle team from Rhodes takes high next Thursday in the tech rifle range.

-----------------
M.21 (Regular) STARTS THURSDAY
M.21 (VII & XV) STARTS WEDNESDAY

THE ASSOCIATED TUTORS
416 MEMORIAL DRIVE, CAMBRIDGE. 
KIRKLAND 9990

Chesterfield

The Right Combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos in Chesterfield gives you two features you can get in no other cigarette...
Real Mildness and Better Taste.

On top of that, Chesterfield gives you a far cooler smoke. You can't buy a better cigarette.

Chesterfield

The Cools, Better-Tasting, Definitely Milder Cigarette

--
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